
Cubed Circle Newsletter 204 – Hornswoggle Debacle 

In this week's newsletter we return with coverage of the week that was in pro-wrestling, including 
Hornswoggle's tarnishing of the entire roster, Madusa wackiness, a horrid edition of RAW from 
Monday, and Mid-South from 1982 featuring Olivia Newton John's 'Physical'!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for September 26th - October 3rd 2015
Ben Carass

On Monday, WWE announced that the SummerSlam three day weekend would be returning to 
Brooklyn, NY in 2016 and 2017. The reported gate for this year’s SummerSlam was $1.3 million 
(13,000 + paid) and with those juicy New York ticket prices, WWE are looking to milk their latest 
cash-cow for all it is worth over the next couple of years. All three shows will once again be held at 
the Barclays Centre; it will be interesting to see what kind of state NXT is in by then, as you would 
have thought all the current stars like Finn Balor, Bayley and Sami Zayn will be called up to the 
main roster. If NXT can sustain its image as a “hot” product, which will not be an easy feat, they 
will have no problem selling out the Barclays Centre just like they did this year. However, if the 
buzz about NXT dies off in the next year and the current crop of main eventers, who are ready to be
called up right now, are all gone and they rely on the likes of Baron Corbin, Mojo Rawley, Dana 
Brooke & Eva Marie to draw 13,000 people, they are in serious trouble. 

After nearly three years of everyone in WWE being 100% free of any kind of chemicals 
whatsoever, that yolked up little freak, Hornswoggle, went ahead and ruined it for everybody by 
getting suspending for violating the wellness policy. On Monday, WWE announced on their website
that Dylan Postl has been suspended for 30 days and I’m sure that will be the end of that. I mean, 
now that the bad apple, Hornswoggle, is out of the picture, guys like John Cena, Ryback and 
Neville are free to go about their completely above-board, and not suspicious at all, workout 
regiments without being tarnished with the same chemically enhanced brush as Hornswoggle. The 
last person to be suspended for violating the stringent wellness policy was Ricardo Rodriguez, so 
once again it is these damn non-wrestlers and their fanny packs full of gimmicks ruining it for the 
honest, hardworking natural physical specimens on the roster.

In a completely unrelated story whatsoever, WWE.com ran a piece on Michael Cole dropping 
65lbs. Apparently Cole has been working with a personal trainer for a year and has got himself in 
pretty good shape for a 46 year-old. If you want to see some gross pictures of Cole flexing and 
showing off his hot new bod, they are not hard to find. At first I thought it was the work of one of 
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the Photoshop threads on THE BOARD~! However the pictures are legitimate, so good for Cole, I 
guess. At least now he has one up on his younger clone, Rich Brennan, so when Vince and Kevin 
Dunn think Cole is too old to be on RAW anymore he can treat them to a most muscular pose in an 
effort to keep his spot.

Former UFC Heavyweight Champion, King of Pancrase, Pride FC Grand Prix Runner-Up, Tokyo 
Dome Main Eventer, New Japan on AXS Colour Commentator, and all-round bad-ass guy, Josh 
Barnett, headlined the UFC’s Fight Night 75 on September 27th from the Saitama Super Arena, the 
building Pride ran for so many years, in Tokyo Japan. Barnett defeated Roy Nelson via unanimous 
decision after a five round battle of attrition and afterwards cut a promo in both Japanese and 
English. He declared, “Japan, I’m home” before popping the crowd by declaring, “pro wrestling is 
strong, isn’t it?” I’m sure Antonio Inoki loved that. 

WWE reacted to the RAW ratings yet again sinking to new lows by sending out a press release on 
Wednesday announcing Brock Lesnar for next week’s RAW on October 5th in Boston, MA. Coming
only two days after his match with Big Show at Madison Square Garden on October 3rd, Lesnar is 
now scheduled for four appearances in October alone; five if you count the Stone Cold Podcast 
which Lesnar will be on following the October 19th RAW. You can’t blame the WWE for reacting 
like this, however you can blame them for writing horrible television, but other than Undertaker and
the Rock, both of whom are around even less than Brock, Lesnar is the only real special attraction 
WWE has at the moment. They are running the risk of burning out the appeal of Lesnar by hot-
shotting his dates in order to stop haemorrhaging viewers on Monday nights. Bringing in Brock 
Lesnar for a couple of shows will probably work on a short term basis, but what about the weeks 
they can’t use him as a crutch? WWE are left with the same old stale talent – none of whom are 
over expect John Cena/Randy Orton – never ending feuds between guys nobody cares about, 
terrible scripting, even worse finishes and 50/50 booking which is guaranteed to help absolutely 
nobody. 

AXS TV will be airing Wrestle Kingdom 9 over a five week period starting on October 9th. That 
first show will feature reDRagon vs. Young Bucks vs. Time Splitters vs. Forever Hooligans for the 
IWGP Junior Tag titles and the IWGP Junior Heavyweight title match between Kenny Omega & 
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Ryusuke Taguchi. October 16th will have Tetsuya Naito vs. AJ Styles and Tomohiro Ishii vs. Togi 
Makabe for the NEVER title. October 23rd has Tenzan,Kojima & Homna vs. Jeff Jarrett, Bad Luck 
Fale & Yujiro Takahashi, Kazushi Sakuraba vs. Minoru Suzuki and Doc Gallows & Karl Anderson 
vs. Goto & Shibata for the IWGP Tag titles. October 30th features Yano, Marufuji & TMDK vs. 
Iizuka, Shelton Benjamin & The Killer Elite Squad and the epic IWGP IC title match between 
Shinsuke Nakamura & Kota Ibushi. Finally, on November 5th, a special episode will be dedicated to 
the IWGP Heavyweight title main event of Hiroshi Tanahashi vs. Kazuchika Okada. So if you are 
fed up with RAW, there is plenty of great wrestling to watch on TV over the next month. 
Madusa/Alundra Blayze went on a tirade on Instagram regarding what she perceived to be 
disrespect, or something, on behalf of Nikki Bella on RAW this week. The WWE Hall of Famer, 
and current Stardom Commissioner, apparently took offence to Nikki Bella’s reaction when a fan 
shouted out Madusa’s name. “She [Nikki Bella] heard my name being yelled from the audience on 
#wwe #mondaynightraw and threw up her hand, as I threw up in my mouth to just ignore the fact 
the forever existence of #AlundraBlayze IS the REAL REVOLUTIONARY That started this 
#revolution.” Bad grammar and syntax aside, the whole thing was just really confusing. I don’t even
recall this incident occurring at all on RAW, and if it did it can’t have been a big deal, but even if 
Nikki got on the mic and buried Madusa, someone who has been in the business as long as her 
should know that Nikki Bella is a heel and getting heat is her job; well, except the weeks she is 
booked as a babyface. Madusa ranted some more and buried the entire roster pretty much: “Most of 
you are over rated! Half of you cannot wrestle, some just sound illiterate as soon as you open your 
pie hole, all so disrespectful .” To be fair, she did put over Paige, Natalya, Charlotte & Becky 
Lynch, so maybe stating that half of the roster can’t wrestle wasn’t a smart idea. Regardless, this 
thing is so goofy and clearly a work on Madusa’s part. I mean, come on, does anybody really 
believe that she would get so offended about something as pathetic as Nikki Bella being a heel? 
Especially after only recently getting back in the good books with WWE, she is hardly going to start
a social media war with John Cena’s girlfriend for no reason. Maybe she is angling for a 
WrestleMania match.

There is another big weekend of shows coming up this week.  WWE live at Madison Square Garden
on Saturday, October 3rd should be a really fun show, even if the Big Show is in the main event. It is
scheduled to run from 8:00pm – 10:30pm (EST) and final card is as follows. Brock Lesnar vs. Big 
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Show, Seth Rollins vs. John Cena in a Cage match for the US title, New Day vs. The Dudley Boyz 
for the Tag Team titles, Kevin Owens vs. Chris Jericho for the IC title, Rusev vs. Ziggler and 
Sheamus vs. Randy Orton. If you are wondering where guys like Dean Ambrose, Roman Reigns 
and Bray Wyatt are, well they are headlining a house show in Bangor, Maine on the same night. The
two advertised matches for the Bangor house show are Roman Reigns vs. Bray Wyatt & Dean 
Ambrose vs. Luke Harper; man, tickets must be selling like hotcakes! Other geeks advertised for 
the house show are Ryback, King Barrett, Cesaro, R-Truth, Jack Swagger, Lucha Dragons, “the 
Divas and more!” If I lived in Bangor, ME, I certainly wouldn’t be forking out anything from $20 
for a regular ticket, to $599 for a Superstar VIP Package, and would just watch the MSG show on 
the Network. 

There’s TNA Bound for Glory on Sunday, October 4th from Charlotte, NC, but we know you don’t 
care about that. There are five matches announced: TNA Heavyweight Title match: ECIII vs. Matt 
Hardy vs. Drew Galloway with Jeff Hardy as special referee. Kurt Angle vs. Eric Young. KOTM 
Title match: Bobby Roode vs. Bobby Lashley. TNA Tag Title match: The Wolves vs. Trevor Lee & 
Brian Meyers from GFW. KO Title match: Gail Kim vs. Awesome Kong. Bound for Gold Match: 
Mr. Anderson vs. Tyrus vs. Robbie E. vs. Jessie Godderz vs. Abyss vs. Chris Melendez vs. others. 
Imagine PAYING $65 for this thing. 

The next NXT Takeover show has crept up on us very quickly, as Takeover: Respect will air live on 
the WWE Network this coming Wednesday, October 7th.  Matches booked: NXT Women's Title: 
Bayley vs. Sasha Banks in a 30-minute Iron Woman match. Dusty Rhodes Tag Classic Semi-final: 
Finn Balor & Samoa Joe vs. Scott Dawson & Dash Wilder. Dusty Rhodes Tag Classic Semi-final: 
Jason Jordan & Chad Gable vs. Baron Corbin & Rhyno. Dusty Rhodes Tag Classic Finals: Winners 
of the semi-finals meet on the same night. Apollo Crews vs. Tyler Breeze. Asuka's NXT in-ring 
debut vs. Dana Brooke.  Like all Takeover specials, it looks like a fun show and it will certainly be 
interesting to see how Bayley and Sasha Banks perform in a 30 minute main event. My two main 
questions are: Can they keep the crowd for the entire half-an-hour and will they be able to 
remember all their spots they have been practising over and over in the Performance Centre? It’s 
one thing to perform an 18 minute choreographed match step-for-step, but going 30 minutes is 
another deal entirely. No doubt the Full Sail crowd will give them every opportunity to succeed and 
if booked correctly, they could tear the house down once again. I would expect Balor & Joe vs. 
Jordan & Gable in the Dusty Classic finals, however they do seem high on Baron Corbin so I 
wouldn’t be shocked if he and Rhyno made it to the finals. Asuka vs. Dana Brooke?!! What the hell 
are they thinking? Presumably that Asuka can carry Dana to a passible match live on the Network, 
but this could go horribly wrong if Brooke has a bad night. Why on earth they didn’t book Asuka 
against Emma is beyond me, but the pressure is certainly on Asuka to deliver, because if goes in 
there and has a stinker with Dana Brooke, her mystique will dissipate in a hurry. 

On a wacky NXT related note, Tommaso Ciampa appeared on both TNA iMPACT and NXT 
television shows on Wednesday night. Ciampa wrestled, and lost to, Tyler Breeze in the NXT TV 
main event and over on Destination America, in-between Nashville’s Most Haunted Cheesecake 
Factories and Centaurs of Wisconsin, Ciampa worked a three-way against Trevor Lee and Zema Ion
on iMPACT. 
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RAW Ramblings – September 28th 2015.
First Niagara Centre: Brooklyn, NY.
Ben Carass.

This show sucked. I mean, really sucked. It’s like they are not even trying anymore to combat the 
sinking ratings and are just content to cling on to the 3 million viewers who will stick around no 
matter what until football season is over. Here’s what Vince McMahon thought would be suitable 
competition to go head-to-head with a live Monday night Green Bay Packers game: A HUMAN 
RESOURCES ANGLE involving the WWE Champion and his challenger Kane, Miz TV with a 
bunch of women all talking about things that nobody could possibly care about, Neville vs. 
Stardust for the hundredth time, Big Show vs. Mark Henry for the millionth time and Bray 
Wyatt vs. Roman Reigns in the main event. There were exactly three things about this 
embarrassment of a show that didn’t absolutely suck: Paul Heyman cutting a promo on about 
Lesnar vs. Big Show at MSG, the Reigns/Wyatt post-match angle and, of course, the New Day. 
The Human Resources angle was completely stupid, and quite fitting for a Kane main event 
storyline, since the man has never ever been involved in anything even remotely resembling logical.
Deal was that “someone” had sent an anonymous email to HR complaining about Corporate 
Kane’s behaviour as Director of Operations. Rollins played dumb all night, but it clearly was him 
who snitched on Corporate Kane. So after a bunch of goofy segments involving “Ashley from 
HR” going around evaluating Corporate Kane’s performance on the job, one of which involved 
Kane giving Rollins his statue’s severed head as a gift, we got an awful in-ring segment in which 
Ashley from HR declared Corporate Kane “sound of mind” and fit for work. Ashley from HR 
then told Rollins he was the one who needed to be evaluated and called him the, “most 
unprofessional employee” she had ever met. Rollins ended up Pillmanizing Corporate Kane’s leg 
and he was loaded into an ambulance then, just like in one of Vince Russo’s beloved B Movies, the 
ambulance filled with smoke and THE DEMON KANE emerged from within! DEMONKANE 
shook off the Pillmanizing, an angle that would usually keep men out for weeks, and came back out 
to kill Rollins and leave him lying. THIS IS THE WORLD TITLE PROGRAM!!!! 

They “tried” to sell the live MSG Network special by having Paul Heyman cut a go-home promo; 
it was Heyman, so naturally he was good, but even the grand master of money promos couldn’t 
make Brock Lesnar vs. Big Show interesting in 2015. After Heyman’s sales pitch, Big Show came
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out and half-assed his way through a heel promo. Nobody really cared at all. What else did they do 
to promote the MSG show? Did they advertise Cena/Rollins in a cage, or Kevin Owens vs. Chris 
Jericho for the IC title? If you said, “No, because they are idiots” then you would be smarter than 
everyone on the booking team. Instead, they had Xavier Woods accept John Cena’s US title Open 
Challenge at the start of the show. New Day interfered for the DQ at 9:20 then the Dudley Boyz 
showed up and a six-man was thrown together. New Day beat Cena & the Dudleys when Kofi 
pinned Devon with Trouble in Paradise at 6:25. You know what that means…New Tag champs on 
Saturday. 

The Reigns/Wyatt main event was boring and had a terrible finish, as they fought to a double 
count-out at 13:10. They then proceeded to have the weakest brawl you have ever seen, which 
culminated in an actual man being thrown at Reigns by Wyatt as a weapon, both men crashing 
through the barricade and finally Reigns spearing Wyatt through the announcers table. The crowd, 
who had been asleep for the previous 3 hours finally woke up and chanted “this is awesome.” I 
promise, it wasn’t.

Once again, all the women were homogenised and made to look like unlikable, squabbling  
children. Charlotte & Becky Lynch blabbed on about Paige turning on them, Team Bella came 
out and delivered poorly scripted lines in the most wooden manner imaginable, Paige came out and 
buried all of them, a brawl broke out and not even the crickets cared, then another six-man was 
thrown together which Team Bella won at 6:55 when Nikki Bella pinned Charlotte. That’s right, 
they’ve already beaten the new champion and made her into a complete geek. For some 
inexplicable reason, but mainly because this shown is written by morons, Charlotte & Becky had 
no problem teaming with Paige after everything she said about them. Charlotte & Becky were of 
course made to look like total dumbass babyfaces when Paige inevitably walked out on the two of 
them.

More Crap: Big Show squashed Mark Henry in 2:40 with the KO punch; it was utterly horrid. 
Luke Harper & Braun Strowman killed the Prime Time Players in 4:20; Strowman choked out 
Titus with his phony head-and-arm. Sucked. Neville downed Stardust in 2:25 because this feud 
must continue forever. Wade Barrett returned afterwards and laid out both Neville & Stardust 
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with Bullhammers then he declared that the King was back. Randy Orton squashed Bo Dallas in 
1:55 with the RKO; sadly, this was one of the more entertaining things on the entire show. Kevin 
Owens & Rusev fought to a no-contest in 45 seconds; Ryback was on commentary and Owens 
shoved Rusev into him, causing a brawl. To make things worse, Dolph Ziggler showed up and the 
heels ran away.

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #140)
May 13th 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

Boyd Pierce & Bill Watts welcomed viewers to another exciting week of Mid-South wrestling. 
Boyd brought up the Ted Dibiase run-in angle from last week and noted that he had been fined 
$2,500 for interfering in a sanctioned match. Watts said Dibiase was emotionally invested in the 
match because of the injury he suffered from Skandor Akbar’s goons and couldn’t help but do 
something to help out. Watts added that Dibiase told him he would do the same thing again if he 
had the chance. Watts also announced that on May 5th in Jackson, Mississippi, JYD & Mr 
Olympia beat the Samoans for the Mid-South Tag Team Championships in a No Disqualification 
match. If you recall, the entire story of Skandor Akbar’s Army taking out babyfaces started when 
Akbar stole the Samoans from Ernie Ladd and they beat JYD & Mike George for the Tag Titles 
back in February. 

The Grappler vs. Cocoa Samoa. – Grappler over in 3:25. A fun old-school spot saw the 
Grappler drop a knee on Cocoa’s head, but because he is a Samoan, Cocoa’s head was harder than
Grappler’s knee and Grappler sold the knee and did a great job selling the knee. Assassin landed 
a shoulder breaker and worked over the arm for the heat. Cocoa made a comeback and got a near-
fall with a flying headbutt. Finish saw Cocoa miss a splash in the corner and his bad shoulder hit 
the turnbuckle; Grappler put him away with his running Fujiwara armbar. – An expertly worked, 
nice little match. In hindsight, Cocoa was super talented and deserved a high spot on the card than a
top-tier jobber. 
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At the desk, Watts put over Paul Ellering for recovering from knee surgery after only two months. 
Watts threw to a “Spotlight” segment about Ellering, which turned out to be a wacky in-ring angle 
involving Precious Paul teaching the children of Shreveport, Louisiana, how to work out. Ellering 
cut a promo about how he loved all the kids and said they too could have a body like his if they 
worked hard enough. (HA!) They played Olivia Newton John’s “Physical” over the PA and 
Ellering supervised as ten-or-so kids did a bunch of sit-ups. Ellering showed them how to do it and
did a bunch of sit-ups with a “135lbs” plate. Buddy Landel & Jesse Barr were there with their 
hands all over the kids, spotting them for their sit-ups. It was totally weird. The big finish of this 
bizarre spectacle saw Barr & Landel jump off the top rope on to Ellering’s stomach like the old-
school carnie trick and Ellering flexed his muscles to show how manly he was. Watts said next 
week would be push-ups; I can’t wait! – This was such an antiquated deal that it was hard to 
comprehend in 2015, because it would never, ever, happen today. A clearly gassed up man teaching 
children how to work out, while two other men spot the kids, with Olivia Newton John playing in 
the background, is just weird not matter how you look at it.

Non-Title Match: Mr Olympia (Mississippi Heavyweight & Mid-South Tag Team Champion) 
vs. One Man Gang w/Skandor Akbar. – One Man Gang over in 4:34. If you haven’t seen much 
of Mr Olympia, Jerry Stubbs, then all you need to know is that he managed to get a good match 
out of a very green, very protected, One Man Gang. This was this first real singles match against a 

non-jobber for Gang and Olympia gave him a 
much tougher fight that anyone to this point. 
They got over the speed and quickness vs. 
strength story and Olympia was constantly 
fighting back against the much bigger Gang. 
Gang constantly powered his way out of 
Olympia’s finish, the sleeper, and it built to 
Olympia knocking Gang off his feet for the 
first time ever with a dropkick. Finish was 
excellent and protected both guys: Olympia hit 
a missile dropkick off the top which knocked 
Gang to the floor. Akbar got in the ring and 
complained that it should have been a DQ 
because Olympia came off the top, however 

Watts noted that the blow off the top was not to a downed opponent. Olympia got rid of Akbar 
with a dropkick, but as he landed on the mat, Gang flew in with a well-timed elbow drop to get the 
pin. 

Special Bounty Match: Dick Murdoch vs. Kim Duc w/Skandor Akbar. – Murdoch over in 4:24.
This was awesome. Deal was that Akbar had brought in the dangerous Korean, Kim Duc, and paid
him off to take out Murdoch. Match was like something out of the 70’s, but it was so great. All 
they did was, Duc controlling Murdoch with an armbar and every time Murodch got back to his 
feet, Duc yanked him back down by the hair. They did this at least five times and each time 
Murdoch got angrier and balled up his fist and teased throwing a punch before being taken down 
by the hair. Murdoch finally could take no more and threw a big right hand which initiated a brawl 
between the two. Akbar pulled the shovel out of Murdoch’s duffle bag, but Murdoch nailed him 
then drilled Duc with the shovel a couple of times and pinned him. – I guess special “bounty” 
matches are no DQ or something? Regardless, this ruled. 
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“Iron” Mike Sharpe vs. Billy Starr. – Sharpe over in 4:08. Starr was a journeyman jobber who 
had been all over the Southern territories and compared to Larry Higgins, he was a tremendous 
enhancement guy. Sharpe was no good; he threw a couple of horrendous dropkicks which were 
about 2ft off the ground. Sharpe won with a Bruno-style backbreaker. Watts got bored and talked 
about Steve “Dr Death” Williams hopefully turning pro during the summer even though he still 
had a year left on the Oklahoma State football team.  

Ted Dibiase & Ernie Ladd vs. The Assassin & Bob Roop (North American Heavyweight 
Champion). – Assassin & Roop over in 5:10. Match was fine, but it was all about the finish and 
the proceeding angle. Dibiase got Roop in the Figure-Four and Roop tried the counter he invented, 
however Dibiase widened his base and prevented Roop from turning over. Watts went crazy that 
Dibiase had come up with a counter for the counter! Assassin loaded up his mask, but Ladd gave 
him a big boot which sent him into the referee for everyone’s favourite, a ref bump. While the ref 
was down, Dibiase got a visual pinfall on Roop, however Assassin dragged him to the floor and 
tried to use his loaded mask. Dibiase sent him into the post then One Man Gang showed up, but 
Ladd & Dibiase managed to fight him off. The Grappler then hit the ring and was wearing the 
Assassin’s mask and he nailed Dibiase with his loaded boot, which Watts noted was, “not a tactic 
of the Assassin!” The ref came to and Fake Assassin, the Grappler got the pin on Dibiase. – You 
can’t beat a good, who’s under the mask angle, however it was blatantly the Grappler since he had 
his name on his tights. Still, this was a wild deal and a lot of fun. 

“The Turk” vs. Buddy Landel. – TV Time Limit Draw at 2:35. I don’t know much about The 
Turk, other than he was a journeyman around in the 70’s and 80’s. He had been in the Mid-South 
area before when Leroy McGuirk still was running the Tri-State promotion and held the Tag Team 
titles with El Toro in 1981. Turk moved well for a short, stocky, guy and landed a nice gut-wrench 
suplex. They did some more stuff until the time limit ran out; Landel did a couple of flashy moves 
like an Atomic Drop and a Sunset Flip etc. 

There was some really fun stuff on this show. Grappler/Cocoa was a fine squash, Mr Olympia 
carried One Man Gang to his best match to date, Dick Murdoch had a match right out of the 70’s 
and it was awesome, the finish of the main event tag with The Grappler under The Assassin’s 
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mask was great stuff, and then we saw a guy called “THE. TURK!” The only bad things about the 
show were “Iron” Mike Sharpe and that bizarre Paul Ellering workout segment, although I’m not 
so sure that was bad, I just really don’t know what to make of it. The main angles on the show are 
still based around Skandor Akbar’s Army and the babyfaces they are feuding with, however they 
are constantly adding new guys to the mix to keep it fresh. Even guys like Bob Roop & Ted 
Dibiase, who have their own big program going involving Paul Orndorff, are sucked into the 
storyline which helps make it feel really important, because all of the stars in the territory are 
involved in one way or another. 

Michael Cole is back to looking...middle-aged! Work hard everyone, have a good week. 

Next Week's Issue

In next week's issue we return to look at the news from the week, New Japan's Destruction in
Okayama and Kobe, Rev Pro, and much more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman                        
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